Sunny boy inverter wiring diagram

Thanks to its integrated web interface for easy commissioning via a smartphone or tablet and
SMA Smart Connected service, this inverter offers true ease and comfort for PV system
operators and installers. With its reduced weight, the Sunny Boy can be installed quickly while
taking up minimal space. The Sunny Boy can be commissioned quickly via smartphone or tablet
thanks to its web interface. One-person installation due to low weight of Even in shading. SMA
ShadeFix is a proprietary inverter software that optimizes energy yield in nearly every situation.
SMA Smart Connected inverter monitoring offers enhanced safety by detecting errors at an
early stage and automatically reporting them to the installer. If greater use of solar power is
made in your own home, intelligent energy management and SMA storage solutions can be
added at any time to systems with the Sunny Boy. In this way, PV system owners and installers
benefit from minimized diagnosis and downtime. If it is necessary to replace the inverter, SMA
sends a replacement device fast and free of charge. SMA automatically checks the inverter for
anomalies around-the-clock during operation. You and your customers benefit from SMA's
many years of experience. After a fault has been diagnosed and analyzed, SMA informs the
installer and PV system operator immediately by email. Everyone is thus optimally prepared for
the troubleshooting process ensuring minimum downtimes and reducing outlay and costs. The
regular power reports also provide the installer with valuable information about the overall
system. If a replacement device is necessary, SMA automatically supplies a new inverter within
one to three days of the fault diagnosis. As the installer, you can contact the PV system
operator of your own accord and replace the inverter immediately. SMA compensates PV
system owners if the replacement inverter cannot be delivered within three days. NEW: Now the
operating manual is also available as eManual. With Sunny Design, you can plan your
tailor-made PV system in just a few clicks. Plan your system now. If you have any questions,
please contact SMA. Contact us. Overview Downloads. Quick and easy to install. Intelligent
optimization of energy yield. Flexibly expandable anytime. Investment Security Included.
Automatic inverter monitoring SMA automatically checks the inverter for anomalies
around-the-clock during operation. Proactive communication After a fault has been diagnosed
and analyzed, SMA informs the installer and PV system operator immediately by email.
Replacement Service If a replacement device is necessary, SMA automatically supplies a new
inverter within one to three days of the fault diagnosis. Performance Service SMA compensates
PV system owners if the replacement inverter cannot be delivered within three days. Wiring
Diagram - System Structure. Home SMA Energy System Home - Overview Generate solar power
for optimal consumption Store solar power and use it flexibly Systematic and intelligent energy
management Refuel with solar power Heat with solar power Grid independence with solar power
Save on energy costs with solar power from your own roof SMA Repowering. Contact Contact
Germany Contacts worldwide. Germany Global - English Australia English. Belgium Dutch
French. Brazil Portuguese. Bulgaria Bulgarian. Canada English. Greater China Chinese. Czech
Czech. Finnland Finish. France French. Greece Greek. Hungary Hungarian. India English. Italy
Italian. Japan Japanese. Israel Hebrew. Korea Korean. Luxembourg French. Malaysia Malaysian.
Mexico Spanish. Netherlands Dutch. Poland Polish. Romania Romanian. Slovakia Czech. Spain
Spanish. South Africa English. South America Spanish. South Asia English. South East Asia
English. Sweden Swedish. Thailand Thai. Turkey Turkish. Ukraine Ukrainian. United Arab
Emirates English. United Kingdom English. United States of America English. Read the
ShadeFix white paper Download our quick design reference tool. The residential PV market is
changing rapidly. The Sunny Boy 3. Check the Downloads tab for configuration files. Firmware
updates Technical documentation And more! Click here. The device operates on the industry
standard SunSpec rapid shutdown signal, improving performance and reliability. Find more
information on SMA Inverted. No other solar solutions provider can offer this level of
investment security, making SMA the ideal partner for residential PV. Automatic inverter
monitoring SMA automatically monitors the inverter to identify events around-the-clock. Both
installers and their customers benefit from SMA's many years of experience diagnosing
sophisticated inverter technology. Proactive communication After a fault has been diagnosed
and analyzed, SMA informs the installer and PV system operator immediately by email. So all
parties are proactively prepared for the troubleshooting process ensuring minimum downtime
and reducing truck roll costs. Replacement Service In the rare event that a replacement
component is necessary, SMA automatically supplies a replacement component within one to
three days of the fault diagnosis. This means that you can achieve maximum solar power
production for your customers while also realizing significant installation savings. SMA Modbus
interfaces provide support for the industry standard protocol for communications between
electronic devices. Modbus interfaces enable the integration of SMA products with products
from other suppliers for system monitoring and control. The external antenna extension kit
increases the inverter's WLAN range to overcome site conditions which inhibit wireless signals

and to ensure reliable wireless communications with the network router. We will be happy to
advise you on your PV projects. Contact us. ShadeFix produces more energy than traditional
optimizers. Overview Accessories Downloads. Looking for previous generation firmware
updates? Learn More. Modbus Protocol Interface SMA Modbus interfaces provide support for
the industry standard protocol for communications between electronic devices. External WLAN
Antenna The external antenna extension kit increases the inverter's WLAN range to overcome
site conditions which inhibit wireless signals and to ensure reliable wireless communications
with the network router. Belgium Dutch French. Brazil Portuguese. Bulgaria Bulgarian. Canada
English. Greater China Chinese. Czech Czech. Finnland Finish. France French. Greece Greek.
Hungary Hungarian. India English. Italy Italian. Japan Japanese. Israel Hebrew. Korea Korean.
Luxembourg French. Malaysia Malaysian. Mexico Spanish. Netherlands Dutch. Poland Polish.
Romania Romanian. Slovakia Czech. Spain Spanish. South Africa English. South America
Spanish. South Asia English. South East Asia English. Sweden Swedish. Thailand Thai. Turkey
Turkish. Ukraine Ukrainian. United Arab Emirates English. United Kingdom English. United
States of America English. A reliable power supply, even without a utility grid: With stand-alone
solar solutions from SMA, you can always cover your entire electricity demand and become
independent from electric utility companies. Reliable electricity supply anytime day or night
even without grid access Complete independence from external energy supply and electricity
costs Combination of different energy sources such as solar, wind and water energy. Your
system can be expanded on a modular basis and complemented by storage at any time SMA
experts support you, from planning to commissioning the system. Sunny Island battery
inverters enable the integration of storage systems into self-sufficient utility grids. Charge
battery storage systems when the sun is shining and use the electricity when needed. Simple
and clear: With SMA monitoring portals, you always have an overview of your electricity.
Whether the single-phase Sunny Boy or the three-phase Sunny Tripower, the SMA inverter
always ensures maximum energy yields right from your roof. For the ultimate in convenience,
the integrated SMA Smart Connected service automatically informs the installer in the event of a
malfunction. Intelligent and cost-effective module technology optimizes yields in the case of
shadowing or unfavorable roof orientations. Learn more about the Sunny Tripower 3. The Sunny
Island battery inverters are responsible for storing excess PV power and easily and flexibly
integrate low-voltage storage systems into the energy supply system. The size of the storage
and the battery type can be selected according to the user needs and supplemented later. Learn
more about the Sunny Island battery inverters. Learn more about SMA warranty services. PV
and battery inverters from SMA ensure the energy supply even in regions without grid access.
With the Multicluster Box, solutions can be expanded at any time. Growth and development are
made possible and promoted Solar solutions for electrification of rural areas open up potential
for regional business models Reliable solutions for a global energy supply Easily combines of
different energy sources such as solar, wind and water energy. More on the Multicluster Box
For more information on stand-alone grids and electrification of rural areas see here. If you have
any questions, please contact SMA. Contact us. Read more. Stay up-to-date with the free SMA
Newsletter. To the newsletter. Benefits of Stand-Alone Solar Solutions. PV inverters The Sunny
Boy inverter ensures the highest yields in solar power generation. Battery inverters Sunny
Island battery inverters enable the integration of storage systems into self-sufficient utility
grids. Storage Charge battery storage systems when the sun is shining and use the electricity
when needed. Monitoring Simple and clear: With SMA monitoring portals, you always have an
overview of your electricity. Components of Stand-Alone Solar Solutions. Sunny Tripower 3.
Sunny Island Battery Inverter Flexibly store and release excess solar power The Sunny Island
battery inverters are responsible for storing excess PV power and easily and flexibly integrate
low-voltage storage systems into the energy supply system. Rural electricity and stand-alone
grids up to kW. Reliable energy supply in off-grid regions PV and battery inverters from SMA
ensure the energy supply even in regions without grid access. Growth and development are
made possible and promoted Solar solutions for electrification of rural areas open up potential
for regional business models Reliable solutions for a global energy supply Easily combines of
different energy sources such as solar, wind and water energy More on the Multicluster Box For
more information on stand-alone grids and electrification of rural areas see here. Home SMA
Energy System Home - Overview Generate solar power for optimal consumption Store solar
power and use it flexibly Systematic and intelligent energy management Refuel with solar power
Heat with solar power Grid independence with solar power Save on energy costs with solar
power from your own roof SMA Repowering. Contact Contact Germany Contacts worldwide.
Germany Global - English Australia English. Belgium Dutch French. Brazil Portuguese. Bulgaria
Bulgarian. Canada English. Greater China Chinese. Czech Czech. Finnland Finish. France
French. Greece Greek. Hungary Hungarian. India English. Italy Italian. Japan Japanese. Israel

Hebrew. Korea Korean. Luxembourg French. Malaysia Malaysian. Mexico Spanish. Netherlands
Dutch. Poland Polish. Romania Romanian. Slovakia Czech. Spain Spanish. South Africa
English. South America Spanish. South Asia English. South East Asia English. Sweden
Swedish. Thailand Thai. Turkey Turkish. Ukraine Ukrainian. United Arab Emirates English.
United Kingdom English. United States of America English. Thanks to its integrated web
interface for easy commissioning via a smartphone or tablet and SMA Smart Connected service,
this inverter offers true ease and comfort for PV system operators and installers. With its
reduced weight, the Sunny Boy can be installed quickly while taking up minimal space. The
Sunny Boy can be commissioned quickly via smartphone or tablet thanks to its web interface.
One-person installation due to low weight of Partial shade on a PV array is sometimes
unavoidable. If not correctly managed, it can affect the performance of your entire system. But
with the patented SMA ShadeFix function in your Sunny Boy, the effect of partial shade is
minimised allowing your PV system to operate as though there was no shade. Sunny Boy
Storage can be added to your PV system and allow you to start storing your excess solar
generation. Automatic inverter updates Intelligent energy management and storage solutions
can be added anytime Can be combined with TS4-R components for module optimisation. In
this way, PV system owners and installers benefit from minimized diagnosis and downtime. If it
is necessary to replace the inverter, SMA sends a replacement device fast and free of charge.
SMA automatically checks the inverter for anomalies around-the-clock during operation. You
and your customers benefit from SMA's many years of experience. After a fault has been
diagnosed and analyzed, SMA informs the installer and PV system operator immediately by
email. Everyone is thus optimally prepared for the troubleshooting process ensuring minimum
downtimes and reducing outlay and costs. The regular power reports also provide the installer
with valuable information about the overall system. If a replacement device is necessary, SMA
automatically supplies a new inverter within one to three days of the fault diagnosis. As the
installer, you can contact the PV system operator of your own accord and replace the inverter
immediately. SMA compensates PV system owners if the replacement inverter cannot be
delivered within three days. NEW: Now the operating manual is also available as eManual. With
Sunny Design , you can plan your tailor-made PV system in just a few clicks. Plan your system
now. Overview Downloads. Quick and Easy to Install. Performance in the Shade. Battery Ready
Anytime. Investment Security Included. Automatic inverter monitoring SMA automatically
checks the inverter for anomalies around-the-clock during operation. Proactive communication
After a fault has been diagnosed and analyzed, SMA informs the installer and PV system
operator immediately by email. Replacement Service If a replacement device is necessary, SMA
automatically supplies a new inverter within one to three days of the fault diagnosis.
Performance Service SMA compensates PV system owners if the replacement inverter cannot
be delivered within three days. Wiring Diagram - System Structure. If you have any questions,
please contact SMA. Contact us. Home SMA Energy System Home â€” Overview Generate solar
power for optimal consumption Store solar power and use it flexibly Systematic and intelligent
energy management Refuel with solar power Heat with solar power Grid independence with
solar power Save on energy costs with solar power from your own roof. Business SMA Energy
System Business - For Owners Generate solar power for optimal consumption Store solar
power and use it flexibly Manage and distribute solar energy Refuel with solar power Heat with
solar power Access new energy markets Grid independence with solar power Save on energy
costs on the farm. Integrate solar energy Stand-alone grid for the Bordesholm region. Company
Who is SMA? Australia - English Australia English. Belgium Dutch French. Brazil Portuguese.
Bulgaria Bulgarian. Canada English. Greater China Chinese. Czech Czech. Finnland Finish.
France French. Greece Greek. Hungary Hungarian. India English. Italy Italian. Japan Japanese.
Israel Hebrew. Korea Korean. Luxembourg French. Malaysia Malaysian. Mexico Spanish.
Netherlands Dutch. Poland Polish. Romania Romanian. Slovakia Czech. Spain Spanish. South
Africa English. South America Spanish. South Asia English. South East Asia English. Sweden
Swedish. Thailand Thai. Turkey Turkish. Ukraine Ukrainian. United Arab Emirates English.
United Kingdom English. United States of America English. Login or Sign Up. Logging in
Remember me. Log in. Forgot password or user name? Best way to wire from array to inverter.
Posts Latest Activity. Page of 1. Filtered by:. Previous template Next. Best way to wire from
array to inverter , PM. Each array is v and 9. I am wondering the best way to run wire to the dc
disconnect and inverter. Run each string with a separate set of wires individually or combine
each string together at the array and run a single set of wires down? Tags: None. Register to
Post. Comment Post Cancel. Sunny Boy 7. Originally posted by dnbuggy View Post. Thank you
ButchDeal! I appreciate the help! Another option, if arrays are identical The Sunny Boy will
detect this mode on power-up. I planned to use 12ga wire, would stepping up to 10ga work in
this scenario? Originally posted by nwdiver View Post. With that configuration you lose the

independence of 2 MPP channels. The array will operate more efficiently if each string can
operate at its 'preferred voltage'. String level MPPT. We should not waste our valuable time
worrying about such small variances. Ok, I think I am going to run two separate runs of wire.
Would it be ok to use the two 12awg green wires as my ground for the array? The main panel on
the house is actually closer than my grounding rod outside. Would it be ok to ground all the way
back to that panel through my disconnects and through my inverter into the breaker panel
instead of to the ground rod outside? As in the video of SMA 5. I talked to SMA and the tech
there used it also. Two strings is best as Rapid shut down box has 2 outputs. I used 10awg from
Shut off box to Inverter. I didn't Install the Rapid shutdown box under my last panel on the array
because I believe over heating is causing the 12V relays to fail. All rights reserved. Yes No. OK
Cancel. Quick Links Download this manual. Sunny Boy US. Page 3: Revision History
Specifications are subject to change without notice. Every attempt has been made to make this
document complete, accurate and up-to-date. Readers are cautioned, however, that SMA
America reserves the right to make changes without notice and shall not be responsible for any
damages, including indirect, incidental or Page 4: Safety And Hazard Symbols This symbol
appears beside instructions and warnings that deal with dangerous voltages that can injure or
kill people who come in contact with them. This symbol appears beside terminations that are
connected to earth-ground. Warnings and Cautions may also be accompanied by one or more
of the safety and hazard symbols described above to indicate the type of hazard described
therein. Page 6 Sunny Boy shipping container. Page 8 Closing the Sunny Boy Page Introduction
Installation Guide before starting the installation. For safety reasons, it is rec- ommended that
only qualified personnel install and operate this equipment. Consult with a representative of the
local utility company before designing and installing a PV system. Page 14 Sunny Boy. Section
7: Displays and Messages This section provides troubleshooting tips and procedures for
resolving problems that may occur during installation and operation. If it becomes necessary to
return the Sunny Boy, use the original packaging in which it was delivered. For this reason, it is
required that the inverter be mounted so that the rating label on the side of the inverter be
visible. The Sunny Boy must be mounted so that there is at least eight inches of clearance
around it. Set the bracket aside temporarily, and drill holes at the marks you made on the wall.
Page 27 5. Insert the screws through the holes in the wall-mounting bracket and into the holes
you drilled in the wall. Tighten the screws until the bracket is held firmly against the wall see
Figure Do not overtighten the screws. The teeth of the washers should face towards the wall in
order to ensure proper grounding. They are required to adequately prevent insects entering the
unit. Carefully verify that the Sunny Boy is firmly mounted in place. Page 30 Mounting Mounting
Procedure 6. When the Sunny Boy has been mounted correctly it should look like one of the
examples in Figure Moisture trapped within the enclosure may cause corrosion and damage to
the electronic components. Page 34 The figure Figure below illustrates commonly used
transformer types. Remember, when connecting the Sunny Boy to the utility, the phase
relationship is not important, but the voltage must be compatible. Page 36 The Figure below
illustrates the proper jumper settings when connecting to a Delta : V Stinger type transformer.
Note the order in which inverters are connected to the phases. Note: The Photovoltaic System
Grounding shall be installed per the requirements of sections Wiring from the AC disconnect
switch to the Sunny Boy, follow the procedure on page et seq.. Page Opening The Sunny Boy 2.
Remove the screw from the underside of the switch handle with the provided allen-key. Pull off
the switch handle. Page Wiring The Ac Output The following diagrams show the potential losses
in AC wires with respect to the cross-sectional area of the cable and the length of the cable. Use
the following diagrams to determine the best wire size to use for your particular installation.
Page 47 Verify that all connections are correctly wired and properly torqued. Figure shows a
simplified wiring diagram of a PV system. Page Dc Input Grounding 1 and change the jumper
position 2 as shown in the following illustrations. See the online SMA string size calculator at
Verify that the external DC disconnect is open in the DC disconnect enclosure. Page 56 9. Page
58 Figure DC Connection with positive grounding 1. Page Communication Wiring Piggy-Back
modules that can be installed and connected either at the time the inverter is installed or at any
time thereafter. These modules are not included with the Sunny Boy. Please contact SMA
America for information. Refer to the instructions included with the communication module for
installation procedures. For detailed information, please see the Tech Updates section of our
web site at Page Communication Module RS bus. Page Closing The Sunny Boy 3. Check the
seal on the inside of the cover to ensure it is undamaged and in the correct position. Carefully
position the cover on the front of the Sunny Boy so that the four holes in the cover are aligned
correctly with the four threaded holes in the case. The teeth of the washers should face towards
the LID. While holding the cover in place, carefully insert the four Page Commissioning 2.
Connect the grid voltage to the Sunny Boy by switching on the main AC circuit breaker in the

main utility panel. Page 66 AC disturbance, the inverter will wait 5 minutes after the AC power
has been restored to reconnect. When servicing the inverter, always disconnect the DC first,
then the AC. Shown in Figure This allows the user to determine the operating mode of the
inverter at a glance. Page 68 The inverter will not restart automatically after detecting a ground
fault. The ground fault may also clear the GFDI fuse. Page Led Operation Indicators
Occasionally, during inclement weather or low irradiation, the LEDs may all turn on at once and
then go off again. This indicates that the inverter is trying to initialize but the power available
from the array is not sufficient for normal operation. This is not a malfunction. Page 70 Note: If
the inverter fails to connect to the utility grid 3 times in a row, it will wait 10 minutes before the
next attempt. In case of a grid failure, the Sunny Boy will wait 5 minutes before it tries to
reconnect to the grid. Unnecessary derating can also be caused by blocked fan intakes. For this
reason the fan intakes should be inspected often and cleaned when necessary. Page 73 The
Sunny Boy has detected a fault within the internal monitoring systems. When the inverter
detects a fault of this kind it will no longer connect to the utility grid. To correct this, the inverter
must be serviced by a qualified service technician. Contact SMA America for assistance. Page
75 Sunny Boy immediately. High DC input voltage can permanently damage the inverter. Have
the input source checked by a qualified technician. Page Inverter Fault The code is repeated 3
times. If the condition remains the code will continue to be sent. The inverter has encountered
an internal fault that prohibits normal operation and will most likely require servicing. Page 78 h
Total energy yield and total operating hours Note: The screens may also be scrolled through
manually by repeatedly knocking on the lid of the inverter. Each knock advances the screen to
the next message. Page 79 Note: Each fault message is displayed for 5 seconds. After 5
seconds, the LCD will once again scroll through its normal operating screens. The fault
condition will be included in the series of screens until the condition is cleared. Page
Communication Options Sunny Portal via internet gives you entirely new possibilities for data
acquisition and evaluation as well as the visualization on a PC with an internet browser. No
additional software needs to be installed. Details can be obtained directly from This test turns
the fans at maximum speed. In order to better assist you when contacting SMA America, please
provide the following information. This information is required for service assistance. Contact
SMA for assistance. Disturbance EeRestore Internal failure. Page 92 SRR processors are
measuring different values. Con- tact SMA for assistance. Contact SMA for assis- tance. Error
The internal test of the Sunny Boy control system firmware failed. Page Maintenance The fan is
mounted on the bottom side of the Sunny Boy. To clean or replace the fan please follow the
steps below: 1. Note: The handle cover must not be removed permanently, because otherwise
the device is not protected against the entrance of insects! Should the handle cover break, a
new handle cover can be ordered from SMA America. Close the Sunny Boy. Wait for at least 5
minutes. Open the Sunny Boy. Illustration on page shows the string fuse holders and their
corresponding terminals. Contact SMA America for more information. The AC disconnect
switch shown below may or may not be required by the local utility. Page W x H x D mm Weight
88 lbs. SMA Italia S. This manual is also suitable for: Sunny boy us. Print page 1 Print document
pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload
from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links. Solar Inverter. Page 3 with no limitation any implied
warranties of utility, merchantability, or fitness for any particular purpose. All such warranties
are expressly disclaimed. Neither SMA America nor its distributors or dealers shall be liable for
any indirect, incidental, or consequential damages under any circumstances. Page 5: Other
Symbols SMA Solar Technology AG Other Symbols In addition to the safety and hazard
symbols described on the previous pages, the following symbol is also used in this Installation
Guide: Information This symbol accompanies notes that call attention to supplementary
information that you should know and use to ensure optimal operation of the system. Before
installing or using the Sunny Boy, read all of the instructions, cautions, and warnings on the
Sunny Boy, the PV array, in this Installation Guide. Page 7: Table Of Contents 5. Page 8 5. To
help avoid problems during the installation, familiarize yourself with the installation process by
reading the entire Installation Guide before starting the installation. Page Product Overview
Figure below. Consult with a representative of the local utility company before designing and
installing a PV system. The installation process is broken down into the following tasks If it
becomes necessary to return the Sunny Boy, use the original packaging in which it was
delivered. Remove the six screws and lock washers from the housing cover and pull the cover
forward smoothly. Place the cover, screws, and lock washers aside where they will be out of
your way while you are connecting wires and cables to the Sunny Boy. Refer to this illustration
as needed to locate particular components. The Sunny Boy may be easily configured for the
different grid types commonly found in the U. Follow the procedure in 3. Remember, when
connecting the Sunny Boy to the utility, the phase relationship is not important, but the voltage

must be compatible. Note the order in which inverters are connected to the phases. This
vibration is normal and has no effect on performance, but it can be objectionable if the inverter
is mounted on a wall in a living area, on the outside of a wall that is near a living area, or on
certain types of materials, such as thin wood panelling or sheet metal. If you are installing the
Sunny Boy in a cabinet, closet, or other relatively small enclosed area, you must provide
sufficient air circulation to dissipate the heat generated by the inverter. The horizontal part of
the bracket has 12 holes. Use the 4 outermost holes of the wall-mounting bracket for mounting
on wooden stud walls. To prevent electrical shock or other injury, check for existing electrical
or plumbing installations in the walls before drilling mounting holes for the Sunny Boy. Do not
overtighten the screws. The teeth of the washers should face towards the wall in order to
ensure proper grounding. Page Mounting The Sunny Boy 4. Close the fan outputs with the
handle covers see 3 in Figure above provided in the accessories kit. They are required to
adequately prevent insects entering the unit. Should the handle covers break, new handle
covers can be ordered from SMA America. Carefully verify that the Sunny Boy is firmly mounted
in place. When the Sunny Boy has been mounted correctly it should look like one of the
examples in Figure below. To complete the installation in a safe and efficient manner, complete
the steps in the order that they appear. Always connect the wires to the Sunny Boy in the
following sequence: 1. Wiring from AC breaker to the AC disconnect switch. Remove the six
screws from the housing cover and pull the cover forward smoothly. Do not remove the screw.
You must connect the wires that carry the AC voltage from the Sunny Boy to the utility grid in
the order described in this procedure. Connect the wires to the terminal blocks in the Sunny
Boy and tighten them. Note: For V the L2 terminal is not used. Use a screwdriver in order to
poke a hole in the groove of the grommet inside the inverter. Page 52 The figure below shows a
simplified wiring diagram of a PV system. For fuse sizing please refer to NEC Certain types of
PV modules may require that the positive terminal be grounded instead of the negative terminal.
To configure the Sunny Boy for positive ground, move the fuse 1 and change the jumper
position 2 as shown in the following illustrations. Use the online SMA string size calculator at
Verify that the DC disconnect is open in the external DC disconnect enclosure. Avoid using wire
nuts to join any wires together or to make any connections anywhere in the PV system. Wire
nuts are a frequent cause of unreliable, resistive connections, and ground faults. The terminal
must be opened completely before you insert the cable. Page 61 8. Use a screwdriver in order to
poke a hole in the groove of the grommet. Pull the wires slightly back in order to seal the
grommet. Page 63 2. Page Communication 2. Be careful not to misplace the screws or the lock
washers that attach the cover to the case, as all six screws and lock washers are required to
ensure that the cover is grounded properly and is fully sealed to the case. Handle the cover
carefully, as even minor damage to the cover could result in an inadequate seal between the
cover and the case, thus allowing moisture to enter the case and damage the sensitive
electronic components. The teeth of the washer must face toward the cover in order to ensure
proper grounding. Tighten the screw to a torque of 44 in-lb 5 Nm. Page Commissioning 2.
Connect the grid voltage to the Sunny Boy by switching on the main AC circuit breaker in the
main utility panel. Shown in the figure above This allows the user to determine the operating
mode of the inverter at a glance. The ground fault must be located and cleared and the inverter
reset manually. The inverter will not restart automatically after detecting a ground fault.
Typically, the calibration lasts less than 10 seconds and then the inverter resumes normal
operation. Unnecessary derating can be caused by blocked fan intakes. For this reason the fan
intakes should be inspected often and cleaned when needed. When the inverter detects a fault
of this kind it will no longer connect to the utility grid. To correct this, the inverter must be
serviced by a qualified service technician. Contact SMA America for assistance. If opening the
Sunny Boy is required, do so only after disconnecting all sources of power and waiting at least
5 minutes. The code is repeated 3 times. Page Status Messages On The Lcd Display The
inverter has encountered an internal fault that prohibits normal operation and will most likely
require servicing. Each message MSG is displayed for 5 seconds, after all messages have been
displayed the LCD repeats from the beginning. Typically, Warning messages indicate a system
condition that should be investigated. Warning conditions will not preclude inverter operation.
Setting the language is performed by using a pair of slide switches located along the bottom
edge of the display PC board. This value defaults to 5 minutes after a utility fault. In order to
better assist you when contacting SMA America, please provide the following information. This
information is required for service assistance. Check PV array for ground faults before
replacing the fuse. Page 88 This may happen in case of harmfull interference on the grid. For
assistance contact SMA. Disturbance K1-Close Relay test failed. Contact SMA for assistance.
Check the connection of the transformer. In Delta corner grounded grids make sure that the
Ground of the grid is connected to the terminal L2 In unbalanced V and V grids interchanging L1

and L2 may clear this error. Performing regular maintenance will help ensure the long life and
high efficiency of your system. Do not blow air into the fan areas For deeper cleanings, the fans
can be removed completely. Page Cleaning The Handle Covers The handle covers must not be
removed permanently, because otherwise the device is not protected against the entrance of
insects! Jumper Position for Fan Test Wait for at least 5 minutes. Open the Sunny Boy as
described in section 3. Exchange the fuses having regard to the information on the next page.
The figure in chapter 9. Contact SMA America for more information. Values at nominal
conditions. This manual is also suitable for: Sunny boy us Sunny boy us Sunny boy us Sunny
boy us. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account?
Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. I currently own a SBUS that is
grid connected. How can I economically use my solar array to power my fridge during a power
outage? I believe the Sunny Boy US is too large for a Smartformer, so is the only other option
two buy 2 sunny islands? Hello Stephen. You are correct about using your SBUS with the
Smartformer being incompatible unfortunately but there are other solutions out there. All you
really need is an auto transformer that can handle 56A of AC current flow. Midnite Solar will be
introducing a compatible device too. If you just want to power your fridge and a few other low
consumption loads then I think the most cost effective solution would be to buy a 1kW Honda
generator. Bring it outside during a power failure and run the loads directly off it it. If you have
any additional questions please feel free to contact our service department, they are happy to
give you immediate assistance. I have a grid tied 1. What will I need in terms of using an SMA
charge control for a grid tied battery backup system. I also have a manual transfer switch for my
generator. Please advise. Thank You. I have a client that will be disconnected from the grid soon
and will need to convert To off-grid self consumption, if that term even exists. The average
monthly kWh consumption is about kwh. Assuming no grid will be connected for now and
possibly reconnected in the future. Grid tied inverter or charge controller? She has a few v lines
dryer, stove, water heater. Yeah I knowâ€¦. I wonder if the tripower inverter can be compatible
with the Multicluster. The tripower has the output voltage v; the Multicluster has the input and
output for V. So if using the tripower inverters with the Multicluster and off grid inverters, there
should be at least two additional V V transformers needed. Am I right? Thanks Best Steven.
Could I implement a Sunny boy inverter say the TL to connect the PV modules directly to my AC
load without connecting it to the grid nor batteries? I live in an area where grid-tie is not
implemented yet. I would appreciate if you illustrate it with an instance at earliest. I have a
sunny island 8. We want to add a battery backup system using a Sunny Island unit. Our monthly
avg usage is approx. Which Sunny Island unit do we need and what battery system do you
suggest. We are below average energy users and very conservative relative to heating and
cooling use in our area. Thanks, Doug. I see the Sunny Boy Storage 2. When will the Sunny Boy
Storage 2. Needless to say, gas is expensive, this is was too dirty, and we want a better
solution. Usage: average usage is about kWh a day, but can peak to kWh a day on busy days
Power source: 75kVa 56kW diesel generator producing 3 phase Architecture: 3 phase
micro-grid that feeds about 15 structures Current thinking: â€” first phase: get a battery system
so we can have generator run for only 2 hours a day to produce the kWh to charge the batteries,
then run off batteries between cycles. My thoughts: â€” seems like we need at least 3 Sunny
Island units wired up two give 3 phase power via 48V batteries Lithium Iron perhaps? Downside
to this: Sunny Island units are expensive and 48V storage is not as economical as something in
the LiION range what the Sunny boy storage will handle â€” second option: get 3 Sunny Island
units, no multi-cluster box, a small amount of 48V battery 18kWh. To achieve an off-grid power
source of kva using Multicluster Box,what brand of Multicluster Box will suffice? How many
Sunny Island will be needed and invariably how many Batteries? Kindly revert. However it must
be 3x Sunny Island, right? Thanks Danny. We have a hotel in Nicaragua with a 4. Our system is
split-phase My thinking was to keep my present battery backup for when my new battery bank
has been discharged in the late night hours and the grid goes down, so I can keep my
prioritized circuits running in these unhappy and rare circumstances. What would be the
recommended set-up be? I would not want to charge the new battery bank from the grid, only
form the solar arrays. Of course it is possible to use the sunny boy to power a sunny island in a
grid down situation, but my question involves an onsite backup generator. My 12kw genset
makes v via a manual transfer switch and when I run the generator, I want it to charge the sunny
island batteries. Wish to convert it to off Grid or Hybrid. Is it possible? Dear Bill I need some
tech support regarding the sunny island inverters I have a sunny island comisioned with the
new tesvolt lithium Batteries I comisioned the system today and I had an earth leagage tripping
all the time on the load side off the sunny island. I bridged the Neutral and earth on the utility
side but still that havent resolve my issue. I then also bridge the neutral to earth on my output
side off my sunny island. That stoped the tripping of the earth leagage. The system then

operated for about 6 hours with a sunnyboy Then suddenly the inverter start making a humming
sound. It still produces power but a loud humming sound which im not familiar with. I then shut
it off. Any sugestions. We invested in a Tripower TL unfortunately the grid operator has been
unable to supply us with the promised 3 phase supply and as a result the inverter has been
idling now for over a year. We do have a single phase supply. Is it possible to use the Tripower
with a single phase? As long term solution we are looking to take the Tripower off grid. We will
purchase a 10KV 3 phase generator as well for those rainy days. We are looking for a solution
where the generator, the Tripower and off grid solution all coexist. Be grateful if you could pass
this request to the application engineering team. Can i make up my own battery bank of vdc
with a current limiter and and feed it in one of the solar inputs of the tl sma inverter. I live in the
Caribbean and have a solar array of w 8. I would like to go for an alternative off grid system due
to our quite frequent power blackouts. I meant the necessary step TO ADD to my array an off
grid alternative system just in case of earthquake, hurricane, etc. The Puerto Rico disaster
experience calls for an essential and preventive alternative autonomic system for us in
Dominican Republic. Just purchased a SI Will the SBUS work as an acceptable pv inverter and if
so do are there other accessories required to achieve AC coupling besides basic wiring? I have
SBTL inverter grid connected. I am forced to add one Sunny Island SI 4. In return my plan is to
use grid power as less as possible. But I need to arrange a setup so that is will be fully
automated, having PV power at daytime, after the sun goes down start battery and when the is
drained to the DOD, start my generator which must charge the battery and continue. In practice,
utility power is secondary and a backup. Also, if the utility power goes off, the PV must continue
during the outage. My question is what kind of automatic transfer switch would be required or
with such a switch, is it possible.?? Hi I got 2 sunny island 8 working off the grid with 2
sunnyboys 5. Do I need a shunt? If yes, and I got 2 si8, do I need 2 shunt? I am designing a
large energy system for an off grid location. The system will be completely off the grid. Is DC
coupling even relevant? Where I am, BC Hydro local utility grid is likely to get rid of
net-metering yes they are crazy. So instead of 27kw pure grid tie, now I am looking at having
3phase power in my barn which can run machinery. There is no 3 phase grid in my area. So now
looking at kw solar input tripower? For 3 phase it seems a lot of hardware 3 islands vs one large
inverter for 3phase generation. I would also include generator backup. A kw wind turbine as
well. Any advice? If I add additional emergency dc disconnect between the solar panels and the
supplied dc disconnect, would this effect performance in anyway ,as for fire department to
access the disconnect from outside in emergency,,the sunny boy will be mounted in doors. Hi
All, What is the setting in Sunny Explorer to configure for off-grid? Damn annoying if I forget
and everything gets reset..!!! Hello Bill Alvarez, Please, I am working on a design for AC
coupling system for a system can work only during the day am to pm , with a battery bank with
autonomy of 3hrs. Please how many PV Modules do I need to achieve this and how may battery
bank? Good day We need 8. Can we use 3 pcs of SB 3. Another question can we do AC coupling
with other inverters other than sma or use Enphase for AC coupling? These questions were
asked but never really answered. So the only way the Sunny Island can operate without the TL
inverters is with a charge controller on an off grid situation. Or can the SI accept PV voltage and
charge as well? Also as another person asked, Can this operate in grid mode with other
inverters, for example Enhpase? I have a sunny boy 5. How I can add battery backup? What is
the recommended setup? Is the sunny Island an option? After a very long and dark night of
reading the manual with a head lamp the generator was running just no power was syncing with
the inverter , I went to add gas and noticed something had back fed my generator and fried the
inverter on the Honda. I am not putting blame on anyone because I was the one doing the work
on my own system. And I have a honda eu graveyard with enough extra parts that it is no more
than an inconvenience having to swap the broken part out. I already bought a Sunny island 8.
But now I think that maybe AC cou
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pled system may be better alternative. If I buy 2 sunny boys 6. Thank you! Chances are I will
rarely use it with the 12kw of ac coupled solar. What would be the most cost effective initial
solution for her? Yeah I knowâ€¦ Can someone please help!!? Manny cmse. Thanks Best Steven
Reply. I live in an area where grid-tie is not implemented yet Thanks Reply. Thank you in
advance. My battery bank is currently 8 banks of 48v 12v AGM batteries in a set of 4 is this a
sensible battery config or do i need to address any balance issues? Thanks, Doug Reply.
Thanks Reply. Thanks Danny Reply. Will this setup work? Thank you Reply. Hi, I am designing a
large energy system for an off grid location. Diamond Reply. Uttam Reply. So my question is

what would of cause this to happen? I live where there is no grid power. Best Solar Panels Dore
Save money and carbon says:. Leave a Reply Want to join the discussion? Feel free to
contribute! Leave a Reply Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published.

